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WOOD SIGN PHOTOS TO DISPLAY PLACES TO SHOWCASE! 

 This is the full size 72 inch size located in a two-story home inside near the staircase so as someone goes up the staircase they can view the wood sign.





This is the wood sign with tiles just 48 inches without the extended base displayed on a front porch next to the rocking chairs if members would feel comfortable displaying their sign on their front porch/patio/terrace or even balcony. 



 This is the wood sign just tiles 48 inches next to a mailbox for someone to display the sign for visitors to view. 

 The Wood Sign just tiles next to a swing in a front yard which would be a good display of the product.



  The sign is next to an entrance to a backyard near the garage again just tiles used for the photograph. 



 The sign with tiles is beside a wood planter and with either colored or white lights on at night the display looks amazing inside the plant-holder.
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WOOD SIGN

The concept behind the idea for the wood sign is members who reside in: estate quarters, houses, townhomes, and possibly detached condominiums this is an illustration of reaching the right people goal because it reaches various individuals who live these dwellings. 

This is a great advertisement for the client because it catches the eye of people walking by or visiting the person who displays it. The person can acquire what the wood sign is advertising thus a conversation starts about Temple Beth Oh such as: what does TBO and the logo stand for and what Temple Beth Ohr has to offer each individual or family in the community and where does the place reside. This would accomplish people reacting to the message because it is large enough for people to view in members: front yards, gardens, alongside a curb, near a mailbox, near a driveway entrance, next to a patio Jacuzzi/pool, inside a townhome patio, etc. And the sign can be placed in a huge planter with exterior white or tinted lighting so the logo stands out better at nighttime. The display without the extension/base with just the tiles is 48 inches high.

A unique advantage of this design is when the wood sign is properly placed together it is high enough to piece together with a rubber mallet that it can also be displayed in a two/three story: home, townhome, detached condominium, vestibule, top- to -bottom floor window or indoor-outdoor patio. The sign with the extension/base added is 72 inches high.  

Cost of the wood sign which was specially made for this client is in the category of $80-100. The overall price was $70 plus shipping and handling was $15.00 so a grand total of $85.00. This category would be for people who live in neighborhoods with a lot of foot traffic or for people who entertain quite a bit in their residence if they decided to place the design inside their home instead of outside their dwelling. People who entertain would place it near the staircase or at the top of the staircase for guests to view as they walk by.

Would we do this again as to replicate this design? This type of product design is specifically geared toward where the member resides and probably the prices would be for the stalwart fellows to procure.

Nevertheless, cost curtailing can be accomplished because the client has members who can replicate this design on their own. There were recent members on the website that helped build a new office for the client. If someone has access to a wood shop with wood, a wood cutter, varnish, stencil lettering plus paint/paint brushes because the logo in the last tile is hand painted, screws, etc. you can build the sign for probably around $50.00 to $60.00 and without shipping and handling costs if a smaller version can be constructed for around $30.00 to $40.00 with smaller tiles for example 6 X 7 or 6 X 8 inch tiles rather than the normal 11 X 12 inch larger tiles as displayed in the model and half the size as the larger module (which would be 36 inches tall) to reduce costs this can be an option to look at for the client. The only criticism is, can a resident view the reduced version from a street or residence properly to comment on the model? This is the goal of the display.

There was another type of design developed but not produced because it was considered very laissez-faire and geared toward art aficionados in the vein of Jackson Pollack. The present conservative piece is better developed for this business.  

Competition similar to this design is not nearby at all but there are wood signs designed to advertise the local high schools such as a drawing of a football player shadow outline on a wood post or a high school softball team emblem on a wood plague otherwise the competition does not exist in this category. And this is what makes it exclusive because this has not been duplicated before. So hopefully the idea will be utilized.





























METAL SIGN

This elegant model begins with supporters in mind who reside in: apartments, senior living housing, duplexes, motor/mobile home grounds and gated joined condominiums. Again this is reaching the right inhabitants target because it includes residents living in these dwellings that they might not have the room to display the substantial prior design. 

Another advertisement for the client because it can be used for displaying in: kitchen garden window, bay corner window, garden pots, window sills/shelf, outdoor herb garden, hanging planter, arm tree holder, on patios/terraces/porches also this design is reacting to the message category because it is located in a position in the housing area that attracts attention for other inhabitants to ask what the metal sign stands for in their living billets.    

This exclusive layout just displays TBO because the client’s full name Temple Beth Ohr could not be utilized on this paradigm because the model is 13.75 X 19 if the larger sketch was utilized which are 17.5 X 24 styles the full clients name might be spelled out. Or the resident can print out the client’s logo from the website and position it next to the name to emphasize that it presents a company not an individual’s initials on the 13.75 X 19 version.  

Expense of the model which was made for the client in the category is between $50-70. The main price was $69.00 because the piece is handcrafted in mild steel and metal and this design has to be custom made. Technically $49.00 plus shipping and handling is $20.00. The larger size would be $69.00 plus shipping and handling would be $88.00 for the total.

This design is perfect for people who live near an entrance of an apartment complex, duplex or have a patio/porch/terrace that residents can view as they walk by to another nearby residence home. Or for residents in motor/mobile home establishments, joined condominiums or senior housing complexes who wine and dine and guests can comment on the design that have the metal sign displayed in their own private patios/terraces overlooking their living quarters. 

The model can be made in other colors if white is not an individual’s preference the color white was chosen to emphasize the design more adequately. The colors can be: black, rusted, torch blue, brushed strain less and copper patina. 

Replicating the design and curtailing costs is if the client can find someone who can duplicate this outline who has access to metal parts or a metal shop locally who can cut costs and produce the product for the client. Or if the client wants to order from the designer and ask that they order a certain amount/number for a discounted price this probably would be accomplished. 

An equivalent in the neighborhoods to this design is nowhere to be found so this would be ideal for the client to look into who live in these different housing structures. 



GARDEN FLAG

The notion of the garden flag is for members who either reside within: senior living quarters similar to Landmark, mobile/motor home parks, residents who live in small flats with private terraces overlooking court yards usually people who have a little space to display something on their patio/porch/terrace. This is appealing to the appropriate group of people who live in these living quarters. One important aspect is for residents who live in gated villages because many gated communities are limited to what they can advertise on their own property due to a board’s restrictions on their residents of that community. Many communities will allow garden flags because they are small and do not display a lot of advertising. 

This is a great illustration of people reacting to the message on the flag because it displays the name of the organization and the web address of the business. Usually not many small flags have a client’s name advertised or displayed on flag in the nearby neighborhoods.

The flag has the name of the client Temple Beth Ohr spelled out and the web address of where the organization can be found on the web when viewed in more detail by the visitor to that residence. So the idea behind the model is to encourage the viewer to inspect the web site and see what the client has to offer the individual/family or just out of curiosity of what the client is all about. 

The design your own garden flag                        www.personalizationmall.com

This fits into the category of $30.00 to $50.00. Price tag of the flag is $15.99 plus stand is also around $15.99 and taxes are around $4.00 plus shipping and handling is around $10.00 which equals $46.00 for one order. But this is one flag and stand by itself.

Suggestion: The client may be able to just order a certain amount of flags by themselves and get a discount because they ordered X amount in a bundle to be made at one time.

Expenses cut is either just order the flag design by itself and the client can get cheaper flag stands either at: Home Depot, Orchard garden supply, Lowe’s, or a flag store for a lot less money. Most flag stands are $12.00 to $15.00. 

Replicating the design is if the client can find someone to duplicate the design inexpensively for them such as a flag store or fabric store with printing capabilities. Then this would be an option. 

And there is no competition at all in this model for any company around the neighborhood. There are garden flags around but nothing similar to this ensign. This is an excellent sample of advertising for the client because the design is innovative. 





IDEA: If this is too expensive then how about rewarding people who win the latke cook-off contest with a garden flag to display or how about students who are baptized, bar mitzvah or confirmed at Temple Beth Ohr a garden flag to display on their patios/porches/terraces. Order a few flags to see if they sell say around four and if more people like them then the client can order more. 

































TITLE SIGNBOARD

The idea behind the corrugated double-sided plastic title signboard is pure and simple. The members who live in either or any of the above housing structures can easily display this sign for other neighbors to view. There are no specifications in this signboard because the message targets everyone who views the design. This model can be placed in various places around the living dwellings of the occupants.

The white signboard just displays: TBO, the company symbol and the name spelled out Temple Beth Ohr it does not display any other information. This would be for members who do not want to display the company’s web address or contact information.

The brown signboard displays:  Temple Beth Ohr spelled out but the first letters are represented from the wood sign plus the logo from the wood sign is present. And the website address with an extra / put at the end to emphasis the web address to catch the eye of the person walking by. It does not harm by having the / at the end of the website. Plus by having the board outlined in white makes the visitor observe the enhanced piece much more visually. 

Design your own signboard: https://www.signsonthecheap.com



The price fits between category $20-40. The actual costs breakdown is:

Custom sign 18 X 24 for one is $22.13

Wire Stake 24 inch X 10 for one is $2.49

Shipping is $22.02

Total is $36.79



The client can order an aluminum signboard which would costs a little more but would last longer in the weather (rain, heat) because it is aluminum. 

Also the 18 X 24 sign was ordered large for the client to view its potential for its members. The company does have smaller signs to order.

 Potential future plan is the client may be able to make this signboard less expensive which would completely cut down expenses at a local printing store. 













Rivalry is no competition in this 18 X 24 signboard size but there are signs with stakes that are around 6 X 8 or 6 X 10 that does advertise school carnivals in the areas and Easter sunrise services for local churches. However, there was a religious organization that did advertise its name and web address which was family church.org but the trouble with the sign was that it was 3 X 6 which was too small to view from the street for anyone either riding a bicycle or driving by could not see the sign and the sign was in black with white calligraphy lettering. When a person examined the sign up close it was similar to a restaurant or a winery due to the printing style on the sign. The sign was poorly printed for a visitor to view. 





.


Garden Flag designs



#1  

THIS IS YOUR SAMPLE IN FRONT OF YOU THAT IS PRODUCED FOR PEOPLE TO VIEW!   The flowers give it a spring/summer feel to the flag while the main space is white for the Temple Beth Ohr lettering to stand out clear and concise so it is easy to read. 



#2 



THIS IS A SECOND SAMPLE HERE! This is based on a caricature of people walking to TBO for Shabbat.  It has an imaginative character to the garden flag. If someone wants they can print Temple Beth Ohr at the top of the flag in the skyline. For now, TBO is printed on the building only in white lettering plus the logo is displayed. This can be used for people who just want to advertise TBO only. It’s a different perspective to look at the art work differently. 
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COSTS OF PRODUCTS



Wood Sign……………………………………………… $70.00

Metal Sign………………………………………………..$50.00

Garden Flag………………………………………………$32.00

Title Signboards each……………………………………..$25.00





If the Temple does not keep the samples as promo examples to use for a later date to further illustrate the advertising that was used for this marketing strategy or for organizational marketing needs. 




Any type of marketing that was unfledged or flouted at the start, middle or end of the marketing strategy?

 There are three ways that the marketing white or tan title signboard can be utilized under this category. One was the “Celebrate Israel” event that members have attended in the past that visitors had stated they felt that many Temples or Synagogues were not well represented because they either had a colossal emblem marketing banners or sail sign that overshadowed the client’s table or they were under-represented because the patron did not advertisement where they were located thus visitors could not always pinpoint the client in the Celebrate Israel event. 

Secondly, other events that individuals have stated that needed better marketing was the La Mirada olive festival where a sign directing visitors to where the patron was located at on the other side of the park near the food booths (more people located) would have been sufficient marketing strategy and the client could have positioned itself more.

Thirdly, this type of marketing has been used before to advertise other religious/faith organizations. A religious organization has placed a sign on the front/side lawn of the business pinpointing the exact location where the (Fourth of July booth, craft fair, etc.) was located so potential customers would know this information to pass it along to other customers. Attracting attention to the sign by placing balloon pins (similar to clothes pins) with red, white or blue balloons (Fourth of July booth) or green balloons for craft fair booth attached to the sign lets customers know what the sign is advertising or to direct them to the event at the specific location.

Additionally by placing the sign next to the (Fourth of July booth, craft show booth, etc.) customers would see that the client is Temple Beth Ohr instead of having various patrons ask what organization is this when they buy their items?  

Also the wood sign can be used for organization marketing events if not sold to a member who wants to buy the sign. The wood sign can be placed alongside a table at the location advertising for the client for guests to find out where Temple Beth Ohr is stationed at this particular event instead of using a huge sail sign which can overshadow the client. 



 


Introduction

One of the most significant aspects of advertising is branding. Branding (definition is promoting a reputation, representation, assess, model, so that the consumer identifies it from other particular types) which plays an important role in marketing especially a religious/faith organization. Completed research about what people look for while shopping for a brand is they tend to look the values in a company or organization before they are even willing to consider their products or services. A majority of choices people reach are made by emotions or feelings. 

As you know the public today is media savvy and they have to keep up with so many messages being thrown at them from all different types of advertisement that it gets overwhelming not to mention isolated because a lot of the time you are only reaching someone through the computer.  

If you think about it, individuals sometimes never actually speak to a live person for an exceptional amount of time throughout their day because most communication is done through a computer, maybe a short phone buzz to someone if they are lucky and a person’s daily drive is alone in a car, to and from their place of employment. 

So additional people are reaching out toward community to form closeness more and to see what their area has to offer. This is why California is viewing more townhomes, condos and gated communities besides costs, security and middle class housing being developed.  

Neighborhoods in particular are observing more society out walking with their dogs, jogging, strolling, young mothers out with their buggies, people riding bicycles, etc. Increasingly folks are in groups when they are wandering their neighborhood getting a sense of feeling for the area they have chosen to live in with their family. 

One aspect people tend to view is promotion whether it be a for sale sign on a resident’s yard, a “student of the month” sign on a friend’s terrace, a “Mary Kay cosmetic sold here” sign on a home business person’s lawn etc. And residents are always looking at ways to improve their yards or porches by admiring their neighbor’s homes. Once-in-awhile locals will have religious/faith representations up such as a symbol for religious holidays or a sign to advertise their faith service. But after the religious holiday, the signs are usually taken down. 

In addition to advertising signs the locals are beautifying their homes with outdoor decorations or art for their yards, porches, and also on the home itself to make their home distinctive from the other houses in the neighborhood.  







THE REASONING

What if a religious organization could advertise year-round?  And if a person has an advertisement on their yard, terrace, patio/porch that prominently stands out and the neighbor is so intrigued that a conversation begins because the advertisement is stunning regarding the organization and what the business represents plus who the congregation are, since the person who has the sign is a member of a certain religion/faith organization. 

This is where the idea of religion/faith sign could be used to brand Temple Beth Ohr. All religious/faith organizations are competing against each other including Temples and synagogues in the area for individual’s attention to come and see/hear what their religious/faith institute has to offer the community. It has been acknowledged that more members of an organization that are out there working to expand their congregation the more people will go to that religious/faith organization. An important way of remaining competitive is through marketing and promotion.

Naysayers will comment that there was a time when packaging had very little effect on religious/faith organization nevertheless not today since people are visual oriented more than years in the past due to the computer, television and electronic billboards being thrust at them from all angles. Civilization is viewing visual advertising as a way of expressing any brand and to differentiate between competitors. It has been said in advertising, if you can link a product to a consumer’s personal identity, the connection becomes stronger and the relationship sticks for a longer amount of time. Consequently you have to create a product that the religious/faith consumers will buy, statistical findings done in 2015 especially in the heartland of America have stated that 45% of the population has brought a product due to their religious/faith and this was a major factor in their purchasing decision. This phrase alone relates back to consumers buying for value and based on emotions/feelings in our introduction also creating a message that will appeal to your audience.

Illustration: If a neighbor has a sign in their yard, garden, on their porch/patio/terrace or even in their bay corner window, someone in that vicinity will comment on it also remember the sign/art/decoration because it is unique and they will ask the resident what the sign is about or what it represents. 

Then nationals are intrigued by what the sign/art says and the entity who has the sign/art will natter about being an adherent of Temple Beth Ohr.  Individuals then will investigate who and what Temple Beth Ohr is about through the recommendation from the neighbor. You are bringing faith/religion and culture together by forming a bond with your neighbor. Overall on a positive note many purchases/decisions today are endorsements through friends, neighbors, co-workers, etc. this has been proven through Communication, Psychology, Anthropology and Sociology studies. 

An example is a neighborhood will buy Girl Scout cookies from the local girl who grew up in that area before buying from someone else. Another illustration is people tend to hire a local contractor who lives nearby to work on their home which is usually recommended by a resident of that community.

 Nevertheless one point to make, if the neighbor is not intrigued enough by the advertisement perhaps the person might know someone else who is in their circle of friends or acquaintances that is interested in learning more about the brand. The overall attempt at least you are marketing to people around you and keeping the name out in the neighborhood or the public’s eye. 

This goes back to the concept of brand community. One key theory is relationships in the community are threefold: community member to brand, community member to firm (in this scenario religious organization) and community member to each other.



































THE BACKGROUND DATA

The client (Temple Beth Ohr) religion/faith organization founded in the 1950’s around 1954.

Members currently around 300

Age group: majority over 40. 

Housing: Members living in eight cities. Greatly varies (home, townhome, etc.)   Challenge 

Income level varies-quite a few retired.  So $ to $$.   Challenge

Education level: High school to college educated

Professional level: Varies



































THE ELEMENTS OF MARKETING

Type of marketing: In-house members using direct signage marketing to advertise for the client.

Signage definition:



Signage is often a disregarded technique of direct marketing that usually requires no primary distribution which is known to have an instantaneous and positive impression on the user. Signs that can announce: sales, produce lines with changes, low prices and signs can even make the person aware that their store or produce exists are all signage marketing techniques to attract potential consumers. 

Signs also convey what services, brands businesses have to offer so clients know where to go when they need something that you might have to offer them. When a potential customer knows your brand signage that can be recognizable it can be a willing incentive enough to visit your establishment the first time and there afterwards. 

However, one point from the above statement in this scenario the client, (TBO) is using distribution to the members by developing a sign that markets the religion/faith organization to neighbors in various communities.





MARKETING CAMPAIGN

1) In house Temple Beth Ohr members buying a marketing logo that advertises TBO. This is an advantage / difficult issue because various members spread out in different communities with different income levels. (This accomplishes reaching the right people goal.) Positive because not everyone lives in the same area which would be an overabundance of the same signs. Difficult at the same time because everyone lives in a different housing environment. Challenge: One will have to market to different housing areas. 

2) A prominent stunning marketing device designed to attract neighbors so they investigate what the company is advertising. (This would accomplish people reacting to the message)

3) Costs vary depending on the sign and the message conveyed about the client (TBO). This is a challenge because not a lot of means used for marketing and small business.  Also various stages of design and marketing have to be used for the customers (members) that go to TBO because of various income levels.



4) Each sample in the product line for the client has to be produced depending on the individual’s dwelling so this question of, would we do this again has to be asked after an explanation of the product itself and also regarding the rivalry if there is any at all in the marketing category or if any competition can the client compeer the market or surpass the souk. 
































































































METAL SIGN PHOTOS TO SHOWCASE PRODUCT



 This was the original idea to showcase the metal sign in a window for residents who live in small dwellings. 



 Another way is to showcase the sign on a window shelf/ windowsill. 





 Another means is in a flower pot either on a yard or on a porch/patio/terrace/balcony. 

 Next to a front door of someone’s dwelling. 



 This one is in a flower garden. 
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Conclusion

 Overall, under this marketing strategy the advertiser is operating rearward for this type of promotion, the cohorts are doing the motivating instead of incentive to demographics. Also the client is using psychographics which is aspirational behavior to figure out what their potential neighbors really want this would occur when the neighbor speaks about their signage on their lawn. Psychographics is much more of a powerful driver than physical demographics. One is marketing to objectives about the client (TBO). Overall in a company around 41% employees or in this case board members should know what TBO’s: background, values, attributes, ideal customers, mission and vision statement is and what separates them from their competitors. And they must be consistent with TBO’s brand. 

 And psychographics uses social media participation so when a person takes an interest in the signage marketing then they might also take a look at the client’s (TBO) social media presence to see what TBO is about and what they have to offer. 

Utilizing direct marketing signage for the client (TBO) would be a beneficial approach to gain a larger patron base accessible in the member’s particular neighborhoods since more residents are out and about visiting their area using the culture to sell the product which is the Temple.

Also if the signage is unique and it stands out then the neighbor who might be passing by, will inquire what the sign is advertising or the neighbor who is advertising the sign on their property has a starting point for a chat thus a conversation begins about Temple Beth Ohr. 

Finally as any business realizes there is a risk factor involved because the client (TBO) is a conservative group but also they can be at phases reluctant in seeking new ideas/concepts. The main idea today in most companies is you have to take risks in order to grow a business. The key is the level of risk is understood and all the participants are equally responsible for managing/maintaining it. Branding is about growing the organization and the end goal is about long term profits and business sustainability in the ever changing religious market place. 








TITLE SIGNBOARDS PRODUCT

 STOCK PHOTO USED WHITE TITLE SIGNBOARD WITH STAKE NEXT TO A DRIVEWAY. 



STOCK PHOTO USED BROWN TITLE SIGNBOARD WITH STAKE NEXT TO ROAD OUTSIDE OF SOMEONE’S HOME

. 
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